EUROVIX TECHNOLOGY
In a modern, civilised world we are frequently confronted with the destruction of our environment
and nature as such. Industries of all kinds are (intentionally or not) main culprits for the poisoning of
the environment. Without our help, nature will not have the strength, nor time to revive itself.
There are microorganisms in nature, namely enzymes and bacteria, that man, through the centuries, has
learned to use in order to create things, needed for existence: while successfully benefitting from natural
fermentation processes.
But the decomposition of organic matter with the help of natural, uncontrolled fermentation processes causes
formation of harmful poisonous matter of unpleasant odour.
If we influence control and selection of microorganisms that are in the state to metabolize organic residue,
harmless substances without unpleasant odour are created: ecologically very important for human and the
environment he lives in.
Let us briefly present to you the “EUROVIX TECHNOLOGY” project, which saves the polluted
environment in a natural way;
EUROVIX Company developed biotechnological procedures and ‘MICROPAN – EUROVIX technology’
products. MICROPAN is an array of products, consisting of various microorganisms and enzymes, all
raised for the specific purpose.
MICROPAN products are human, animal, plant and environment-friendly products. They do NOT contain
substances, harmful to nature, and genetically modified organisms.
MICROPAN – enzymes/microorganisms, have the same role as the microorganisms in nature – that is to
decompose (metabolise) organic waste or to feed on it. That is why EUROVIX technology and MICROPAN
products can be effectively used in:
·sanitation and cleaning of objects (restaurants, dairy stores, slaughterhouses, bakeries, hotels …);
·cleaning of wastewaters (in municipal services, food processing industry, chemical industry …).
·sanitation, cleaning and disinfection of animal farms (poultry, dairy, pig, rabbit …), horse breeding, fish
farms and ponds, fields …
·cleaning and disinfection of municipal organic waste (containers for dumping of organic waste, municipal
landfills for organic waste – composts …).
Above all, it means that we can create – with the correct use of »EUROVIX technology« – a cleaner,
friendlier and healthier environment for ourselves, our working environment and the society.
We have received positive professional feedback concerning suitability of the aforementioned technology, its
fields of use and the harmlessness of the MICROPAN products by the Ministry of the Environment and
Spatial Planning (now Ministry of Agriculture and the Environment) of the Republic of Slovenia no.:
35400 – 43 / 97 and by the Health safety institute (now Institute of Public Health) of the Republic of
Slovenia no.: 310 – 522 – 43 / 97.
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